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Abstract: The challenge of maintaining ride quality and serviceability in flexible pavements built
over expansive soil deposits remains a critical concern for transportation agencies. These expansive
subgrades exhibit swell-shrink behavior in response to moisture fluctuations, leading to differential
heaving and subsequent costly maintenance. This paper explores the effectiveness of a Hybrid
Geosynthetic Reinforcement System (HGRS)—a composite of geocell and geogrid—as a targeted
mitigation strategy for differential heaving induced by expansive soils. A large-scale box test was
designed to simulate a flexible pavement section, consisting solely of a base course layer and the
underlying expansive subgrade. Four test conditions were investigated: an unreinforced control, a
geocell-reinforced section, a geogrid-reinforced section, and an HGRS-reinforced section. Vertical
displacements on the surface of the base course layer were longitudinally monitored and compared
against the control. The results reveal that the use of geosynthetic reinforcements, and HGRS in
particular, significantly mitigates both maximum surficial heave and differential swelling. Among
the systems tested, flexible pavements featuring HGRS demonstrated the most effective performance
in alleviating the challenges posed by expansive soil deposits.

Keywords: expansive soils; geosynthetics; hybrid system; geocells; geogrids; large-scale box tests;
differential heave

1. Introduction

Flexible pavements constructed over expansive subgrades are susceptible to upward
heaving and cracking, phenomena attributed to the swelling behavior of the underlying soil
layers [1]. These problematic soils often contain the clay mineral ‘Montmorillonite’, known
for its substantial volume changes with fluctuations in moisture content [2]. Expansive
soils are widespread in the United States, often rendering them unavoidable during road
construction projects [3]. The economic implications are significant; between 1973 and 2012,
the annual cost of damages attributed to expansive soils in the United States rose by a factor
of 6.8 [4]. Lightly loaded structures, such as pavements, are particularly vulnerable as
their own weight is insufficient to counterbalance the expansive forces from the subgrade,
necessitating increased budget allocation for repairs [5].

Various remedial strategies, including chemical stabilization, have been tried with
varying degrees of success [1,6,7]. Chemical stabilization is a common approach, but its
effectiveness is often compromised by the problem’s inherent complexity and the high
costs associated with implementation [7,8]. For instance, sections of US Highway 95 near
the Idaho-Oregon border have experienced persistent issues despite multiple rehabilitation
efforts [4,9]. Research from Boise State University demonstrated that conventional chemical
stabilization methods were not suitable due to the expansive subgrade soils’ depth and
high sulfate contents, which limit the use of calcium-based stabilization [9–11].
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To address these limitations, this study introduces the Hybrid Geosynthetic Reinforce-
ment System (HGRS)—a composite of geocell and geogrid materials—as a novel mitigation
strategy [9]. A large-scale box test was employed to simulate a pavement section, which
included a base course layer and the expansive subgrade below. The study examined
four scenarios: an unreinforced control, a geocell-reinforced section, a geogrid-reinforced
section, and an HGRS-reinforced section. Vertical displacements on the surface of the base
course were longitudinally monitored and compared [9]. This paper aims to present the
results, highlighting the efficacy of HGRS in mitigating the challenges posed by expansive
soil deposits.

2. Background

Soil stabilization presents a challenging yet critical aspect in civil engineering, par-
ticularly concerning expansive soils that undergo volumetric changes due to moisture
variations. Among the multiple solutions explored, geosynthetics have shown considerable
promise in mitigating some of these challenges. Geogrids, one such geosynthetic material,
have gained popularity for their reinforcing mechanism [12]. Comprising a uniformly dis-
tributed array of apertures between longitudinal and transverse tension-bearing elements,
geogrids reinforce soil through lateral frictional resistance, enhanced bearing capacity, and
a membrane effect [13,14]. Their applications are broad and have proven successful in
providing construction platforms over weak subgrades and reinforcing pavements [15–20].
However, the membrane effect often necessitates significant deformation [21].

Following the introduction of geogrids, geocells also emerged as a viable solution
for soil stabilization. Developed initially in the 1970s for lateral confinement in soils with
low bearing capacity, geocells have found extended applications in reinforcing pavement
bases [22,23]. The geocell system’s reinforcing mechanism includes stresses within the cells,
passive resistance in adjacent cells, and hoop stresses around cell walls [24–27]. While
experimental studies have demonstrated geocells’ ability to significantly increase soil’s
bearing capacity [28–32], the existing literature provides insufficient evidence for their
efficacy in mitigating expansive soil-induced swell pressures.

Further enhancing the potential of geosynthetics in soil stabilization, Stienberg high-
lighted the utility of geomembranes in controlling soil swelling [33]. Other researchers like
Vessely and Wu have demonstrated the effectiveness of geotextiles in stabilizing problem-
atic soils [34], and Zornberg et al. have further corroborated this by showing that geotextiles
could mitigate swelling-induced cracks in pavements constructed over expansive soils [35].

With advancements in geosynthetics, a new focus is the Hybrid Geosynthetic Rein-
forcement System (HGRS), which combines the strengths of both geocells and geogrids [36].
Figure 1 illustrates the combined effect of HGRS. In the figure, orange, purple, blue, red,
and sky blue arrows represent the confinement within the cell, frictional resistance within
the cell wall, passive earth resistance due to adjacent cells, membrane effect, and lateral
resistance, respectively. Initial research in applications like railroads and embankments has
shown that the HGRS improves bearing capacity and mitigates soil swelling, indicating a
promising future for this composite system [27,37].

This research aims to delve into the application and effectiveness of HGRS in mitigating
challenges associated with expansive soils, thereby addressing a gap in the current literature.
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3. Experimental Program

As previously noted, conventional loading configurations for flexible pavements are
ill-suited for conditions involving swell pressures arising from expansive soils. In standard
scenarios, loads are generally applied at the pavement surface and dissipate progressively
through underlying layers. However, the presence of expansive soils introduces an inverted
loading condition, wherein upward pressures from swelling soils must be accommodated
by the pavement layers of specific thicknesses to prevent substantial damage to the surface.
The literature is scant on the topic of load dissipation mechanisms under these unique
inverted loading conditions.

To address this gap, the current study devised a comprehensive laboratory testing
program aimed at evaluating the differential heave magnitudes on pavement surfaces due
to the expansive nature of underlying subgrade layers. Tests were conducted across a spec-
trum of configurations, both unreinforced and reinforced. Specifically, four configurations
were investigated: an unreinforced or control section, a section reinforced with geocells,
another with geogrids, and a final one utilizing the Hybrid Geosynthetic Reinforcement
System (HGRS). Subsequent sections will elaborate on the test protocols employed and the
results garnered from these experiments.

3.1. Materials
3.1.1. Soil

For the experimental study, high-plasticity clay soil was selected as a subgrade to
evaluate the efficacy of geosynthetics over high-swelling natural soil. The soil sample was
collected from Marsing, ID which exhibited high swelling potential [4]. The soil sample
was denoted as MS (for Marsing) to signify the location from which it originated. A typical
poorly graded sand with gravel was used as a base course over the expansive subgrade.
No asphalt layer was used in the experimental program. Standard ASTM methods were
used to define the basic characteristics of the subgrade and base materials. Table 1 lists the
properties of the subgrade and base materials.

3.1.2. Geocell

A high-density polyethylene (HDPE) geocell was used to evaluate the efficacy of
over-swelling in the experimental study. The depth and the thickness of the geocell were
152 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively. There were 8 cells in the sample, and the expanded cell
size was 370 mm by 250 mm. Table 2 illustrates the basic properties of the geocell sample.
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Table 1. Geotechnical properties of the subgrade and base course used in this study along with the
test specification used to determine the property.

Physical Properties MS Base Course Specification

Maximum Dry Density (kg/m3) 1095 2315
ASTM D698Optimum Moisture Content (%) 32.5 8.5

Gravel Content (%) - 39.4
ASTM D6913Sand Content (%) 4.5 59

Silt Content (%) 19 1.6
ASTM D7928-17Clay Content (%) 76.5 -

Liquid Limit (%) 111 Non-plastic
ASTM D4318Plastic Limit (%) 40 Non-plastic

Plasticity Index (%) 71 Non-lastic

Soil Classification CH SP USCS

Table 2. Physical properties of the geocell and geogrid used in this research.

Material Thickness (mm) Depth (mm) Density
(kg/m3) Tensile Strength (MPa) Modulus at 1% Strain (MPa)

HDPE Geocell 1.5 150 950 12.4 392

3.1.3. Geogrid

A biaxial geogrid material was used in the experimental study. This material is
composed of polypropylene resin which is extruded into a grid pattern. This material is
inactive to any biological process and resistant to naturally encountered chemicals, alkalis,
and acids. Grid aperture size of the sample was 25.4 mm in the machine direction (MD) and
33.0 mm in the cross-machine direction (CMD). The thickness of the geogrid was 1.5 mm.
Mechanical properties of the geogrid sample were found from the manufacturer which is
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Geogrid material characteristics (TenCate 2017).

Mechanical Properties Test Method Unit
Minimum Average Roll Value

MD CMD

Tensile Strength (Ultimate) ASTM D6637 kN/m 19.2 28.8

Tensile Strength (2% strain) ASTM D6637 kN/m 6.0 9.0

Tensile Strength (5% strain) ASTM D6637 kN/m 11.8 19.6

Junction Efficiency % 93

Flexural Stiffness mg-cm 750,000

Aperture Stability m-N/deg 0.65

Resistance to Long-term Degradation % 100

Resistance to UV Degradation % 100

3.2. Test Setup

The test setup consists of a large-scale box used to simulate a pavement section. Figure 2a
illustrates a schematic of the large-scale box test setup. A transparent box made of acrylic having
12 mm wall thickness and inner dimensions of 762 mm (length) × 762 mm (width) × 762 mm
(height) was used for the test setup. Garden soaker tubes were used to provide moisture
to the expansive soils to ensure the maximum possible heave in the minimum possible
time. This soaker system was connected to a water reservoir placed at a height of six feet
above the top of the box to offer a hydraulic gradient to enhance the saturation rate of soil.
External steel struts were used to support the side wall of the transparent box to make
sure no lateral movement occurred due to swell pressure from the expansive soils. A grid
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planer sheet was used to provide a reference plane to measure the surficial heave of the
pavement surface. This sheet had 36 points arranged in a grid pattern to facilitate the heave
measurements over time using a laser distance measuring tool. This tool can measure
vertical distance up to 30 m with an accuracy level of 1.5 mm. A complete test setup is
shown in Figure 2b.
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Figure 2. Experimental setup used to replicate pavement section in large box test. (a) Schematic and
(b) photograph of the actual setup.

Large-scale box test comprises four configurations that include one control unreinforced
section and three geosynthetic reinforced sections. These configurations are as follows:

1. Control Section (CS);
2. Geocell Reinforcement (GC);
3. Geogrid Reinforcement (GG);
4. Hybrid Geosynthetic Reinforcement System (HGRS).

Each of the test configurations and the corresponding results are discussed in the
following sections. Figure 3 shows schematics of all four test configurations studied in
this research.

3.2.1. Control Section (CS)

The initial test was aimed at establishing the baseline for the heave potential of
the expansive soil under a pavement section resting on a conventional base layer with-
out reinforcement. Hence, the control section without reinforcement (CS) was prepared
and monitored for the differential heave on the surface. Base course and expansive sub-
grade (MS) samples were used for this section in the box shown in Figure 4. A 203 mm
of base course material was placed over 381 mm of the expansive subgrade. The base
course material was compacted at 90–95% of Maximum Dry Unit Weight (MDUW) with
6 ± 1% moisture content, and the subgrade was compacted at 95–98% of MDUW with
25 ± 3% moisture content. Hand compaction was used to compress the materials. Figure 4
shows the compaction tool for the test. Base and subgrade were compacted into four and
eight layers, respectively. To ensure that the OMC and MDUW were maintained accurately
the amount of soil needed for each layer was estimated based on the thickness of the layer
(~50 mm for each layer) and the cross-sectional area of the box.
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Soaker system arrangement was embedded at the top of the subgrade (half portion)
shown in Figure 5 to initiate differential heaving. Base compaction was done in such a way
that the soaker system arrangement was intact. Placement of soaker system arrangement
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was selected based on several trials to find out the efficacy of the system. In these trials,
soaker system was placed at the bottom, at the middle, and at the top of the subgrade and
provided sufficient moisture for 15 days. In these trials, up to 101.6 mm of surficial heave
was observed when the soaker system was at the top. Typically, expansive subgrades are
encountered by the moisture due to surface runoff during rainfall. The water percolates
through base layers into the subgrade. The soil absorbs the moisture and swells based
on its swelling potential and cracks and heaves start to appear at the pavement surface.
Placement of the soaker system at the top of subgrade justifies that situation. Figure 6
shows the control section after compaction. A water reservoir was connected with soaker
system to provide sufficient moisture. When the complete setup was done, the outlet valve
of water reservoir was opened to supply moisture which is shown in Figure 7. Initially,
surrounding soils near soaker system were encountered by the moisture and it started
swelling. Water was percolated through the voids and saturated the adjacent soils with
time. So, differential swelling occurred within the system over time. A grid planner sheet
is placed at the top of the box to provide a reference plane. Thirty-six reference points were
marked on the planner sheet in a grid pattern. The vertical swelling was measured using
laser displacement measuring tool as shown in Figure 8. The soil is allowed to swell for
15 days.
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3.2.2. Geocell Reinforcement (GC)

After obtaining the results from the control section, geocell was used as reinforcing
material for the next test (as shown in Figure 9). HDPE geocells with 152 mm cell depth
were embedded into the base course layer. Subgrade (MS) was prepared using the same
process as the soaker system. Soaker system was embedded in the top half of the expansive
soil section similar to the control section.
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Base course material was placed in two rounds. In the first round, geocells and base
course were placed and compacted which is shown in Figure 10 and then a 51 mm of base
course layer was placed as cover. Figure 11 shows the GC section after compaction. Density
and water content of the soils were maintained as per control section. When the sample
preparation was done, grid planner sheet was placed at the top of the box as reference
plane. The water reservoir was connected to the soaker system and started the test. The
test was continued for 15 days as well to compare the results with control section.
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3.2.3. Geogrid Reinforcement (GG)

In the third test, biaxial geogrid was used to mitigate the swelling distresses in the
pavement section. The pavement section with geogrid is shown in Figure 12. Geogrid is
placed at the bottom layer of base as shown in Figure 13. Geogrid layer was anchored at the
sides to introduce the tension effect. After compacting the subgrade according to control
section, the top of subgrade and geogrid were placed above that layer.

Galvanized steel pegs were used to anchor the geogrid sheet. All the outer sides of the
geogrid sheet were anchored into the soil with 5 pegs on each side with a total of 20 pegs.
Figures 14 and 15 show the steel peg and geogrid anchoring into the soils, respectively.
After fastening the geogrid sheet, base materials were placed and compacted as per control
section. The thickness of the base and subgrade are also maintained in accordance with
control section. After completing the setup, similar procedures were followed for GG
section and water was provided to the subgrade for 15 days.
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3.2.4. Hybrid Geosynthetic Reinforcement System

The final test of the large-scale box system was the pavement section with HGRS
which is shown in Figure 16. HGRS is the combination of one geocell layer and one geogrid
layer. The primary focus of this combination is to combine the advantages of geocell and
geogrid in one system to dissipate swelling distress.
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All the procedures were the same and geocell and geogrid were placed together. After
compaction of subgrade, geogrid was placed like a GG section, and 50 mm of base layer
was placed at the top of geogrid and compacted for interlocking. After that, the geocell was
placed in the box, filled with base course materials, and compacted. A similar process was
followed like in GC section until all the cells were filled with base materials. The thickness
of the base and subgrade were same as control section. Identical procedures were followed
for HGRS section to provide moisture to the subgrade for up to 15 days. Figures 17 and 18
represent the geogrid and geocell installation in HGRS section, respectively.
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4. Test Results and Discussion

The main objective of the large-scale box test was to evaluate the effectiveness of HGRS
to mitigate differential heave due to expansive subgrade and compare the results with the
control section. The HGRS performance was also compared with GC and GG sections. Test
results showed that all the reinforced systems significantly reduced the maximum heave
of the pavement section compared to the control section. The performance of HGRS was
dominant among the test results. Figure 19 shows the maximum heaving plot with time for
all four sections tested using a large-scale box.
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It was found that the HGRS reduced the maximum surficial heave by 42% whereas
geocells and geogrid reduced the maximum surficial heave by 29% and 17%, respectively.
It was also revealed that the differential heave (the difference between maximum and
minimum heave) on the pavement surface was also decreased considerably using the
reinforcement application. HGRS application showed the highest improvement of differ-
ential heave by 62% compared to geocells (~45%) and geogrid (~31%). Test results of the
large-scale box test are shown in Figure 20.
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5. Conclusions

This study presented comprehensive findings from a large-scale box test designed to
simulate a pavement section constructed over an expansive subgrade. The box test was
meticulously detailed, covering aspects such as the test setup, variables, and procedures in
the “experimental program section”. Through this research, several key conclusions can be
gleaned regarding the use of geosynthetic systems in mitigating expansive soil-induced
swelling in pavement layers.

Firstly, geosynthetic systems, particularly Hybrid Geosynthetic Reinforcement Systems
(HGRS), were found to be highly effective in controlling swelling distresses on pavement
surfaces. HGRS outperformed both geocells and geogrids by providing a 62% reduction
in differential heave compared to the 31% and 45% of geogrids and geocells, respectively.
This shows HGRS’s potential as a superior alternative for soil stabilization applications.

Secondly, the incorporation of geocells in the base layer significantly enhanced the
swell mitigation capability. The confinement of base course materials within the geocells
contributed to the increased strength and integrity of the base layer, thereby reducing
surface distress.

Thirdly, the geogrid system presented its own merits. Its interlocking and tension
effects within the base layer offered basal reinforcement, effectively resisting upward soil
movement and subsequently minimizing swell potential at the surface layer.

Finally, HGRS emerged as particularly effective due to its dual reinforcing mechanisms—
confinement and tension. This synergy led to an increase in the stiffness of the base layer,
affirming the potential of HGRS as a robust solution for mitigating soil-induced swell pressures.

In summary, the findings from this study underscore the pivotal role of geosynthetic
systems, particularly HGRS, in addressing the challenges of expansive soil-induced differ-
ential heave in pavement constructions. Future work should aim to refine these systems
further and explore their scalability and economic feasibility for broader civil engineer-
ing applications.
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